Recently, the manufacturer IMG developed a new machine which brings with it a wide
range of innovations and improvements as for clamping and injection units and software
in view of the transition to Industry 4.0
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The new
GUM Vertical VCV model

nnovation: this has always been the keyword to lollow in
IMG and it daily conjugates in the continuous develop
ment and expansion of the range of existing machines,
and in the creation of new solutions in the field of elastomer
moulding presses. Ali this without lorgetting the so-called
"green" economie model. The new GUM Vertical VCV model
of vertica I injection moulding machine is one of the most sig
nificant and recent innovations introduced by the company.
Recently finished the 3,000 kN of closing
lorce version, the range will soon be com" pleted with the development of two other
models of 1,000 and 2,000 kN, while the
4,500 kN model is now in an advanced
planning stage.

lmprovement of the clamping
and injection units
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The first aspect to underline is the single
action clamping unit with compression
from bottom to up; this mechanism al
lows the adjustment of the mould thick:
ness dynamically to the position of the
movable platen during the compression
phase. The particular upside-down pis
ton clamping unit ensures a reduction of
about 30% of the tota[ closing/opening
time of the mould, giving the machine
greater reactivity and ensuring a signifi
cant reduction in energy consumption.
From a mechanical point of view, the

clamping unit has been lightened by the mould height ad
justment elements: indeed, the fixed platen now becomes a
guided element. This new model will also be equipped with
servo-assisted motors (with pressure/flow retroaction) lor
the main and auxiliary movements in overlap, ensuring equal
production time optimization.
The 4,500-kN version will also be presented with the up
side-down retractable piston, and then with the element
coming out of the mould area; in addition, the less than one
metre minimum height of the work pian will assure significant
advantages on the ergonomie working position of the oper
ators. Also the hydraulic system of this new model has been
completely revised and now includes a servo motor lor the
main movements, and the possibility of a second servo pump
group lor auxiliary movements in overlap.
lmportant innovations also with regard to the development
of the inJection unit lor vertical presses, both Hydroblock and
VCV series, with the addition of a new 700-cc FIFO model, that
anticipates the future completion of the range with the 1,300cc, 2,500-cc. and 3,500-cc models; specific pressures up to
2,400 bar. In accordance with IMG principles, ali FIFO's injec
tion units will be equipped with mobile sled carriage (shut
tle), in order to allow a more convenient accessibility/mainte
nance to the nozzle area.

Software and transition to lndustry 4.0

Of primary importance in IMG is also the work relateci to the
development of the machinery software linked to the process
of transition to the 4.0 lndustry, with the aim of achieving,
through a phase of monitoring and data collection, a more
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efficient management of machine sta
tus and production contro! and coor
dination.
In this regard, the LML - Light Machine
Learning software module has been re
cently implemented, which is currently
under test, and which will be released
in the coming months. lt is a "mould
edge" data collection system that pro- _
vides lor a constant monitoring of the
production cycle through key parame
ters.
The artificial intelligence algorithm
can acquire variables during machine
operation and keep historicized a cer
tain number of cycles to create an ide
ai curve of operation. This will become
the "best cycle", the ideai machining cy
cle of the machine, which will be com-
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pared with ali subsequent cycles until
the end of production. lf the compari
son between the "ideai cycle" and the
real cycle deviates by a certain param
eter, an anomaly will be reported; from
this point, a series of events will start
with effects defined by the users ac
cording to their production needs.
Ali this translates into a reduction in
waste lor the user, but the company
broader objective consists in a "mod
elling" of the rubber moulding sys
tem and the creation of auto-adaptive
machines able to correct and inde
pendently manage the production pro
cess in an intelligent way. The analysis
of the collected data will allow to im
prove its products, but it will also give
the possibility of creating customised
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The new
model brings
improvements in
the clamping and
injection units and
in the software
to manage the
press, towards
lndustry 4.0

/

injection moulding machines based on
specific customer needs.
Moreover, since the beginning of the
year is available a remote assistance
service lor ali customers, thanks to
which they can connect with the IMG
contro[ room, where the company tech
nicians offer online suppor! and a dedi
cateci advice.
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www.imgmacchine.it
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